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The News Editor Sounds Off
By Kimberly {. Murphy

.. News Editor Extraordinaire
The reason that this is being
printed is that there is really no
news this week. Oh, this is riot to
say that nothing went on at BSC
this week - probably many
things went on that I was not
aware of, made aware of, or told
about until it was too late to do
anything about it. What this
article is about is that I am tired.
VERY tired. So isn't the entire
Comment staff. We have all had
it.
Week after week we slave
away at this paper, doip.g the
best that we can with what little
we have to work with. By little, I
mean with what little help we
receive from the student body.
Greg Mathis, Deb Santheson,
Audrey L~ttle, John Beaton, and
myself work to put this paper
out. FIVE people work to type
in articles, and lay out the paper

(which means to physically put
it together) almost every weekend. So what if we have other,
more important, things to
do ... we are killing ourselves for
the student body ... and you don't
even care.
. Yes, we do have staff writers
who c0me through wi~h stories,
articles, and reports on events.
Thanks to people like Jack Mur-

The Rat:
Same· Policies,
Same Problems

ray, MASSPIRG, Jeff Linehan,
Janet Coffey, Steve O'Brien,
Mike Storey, Matt Donoghue,
Patricia Boyden, et. al., a paper
is produced each week. Writers
are essential to a newspaper. But
wh~n the editors have to investigate stories, type in stories, edit
stories, write stories, then lay the
whole paper out, without pay, "
withoutcollege credits, without

a break, without thanks, it gets
to be too much.
We are college students too,
first and foremost. We have
term papers due, tests to take,
projects to do like everyone else.
But we don't have the time to do
everything.
Take our wonderful Editorin-Chief (to be said in all
seriousness), Gregory Mathis.

He is taking six difficult courses
t.his semester; he also serves as:
news staff, Sports Editor, photographer, lay out staff, SGA
correspondent. and all around
good guy. He has almost
stooped to begging for people to
join the staff to help us out. So
what does he g~t for all of his
News Editor..... p. 2 .

Students Tackle Commuter
Problems: Lawrence, Murphy,
ll

Jenney Lead The Way
By· Gregory Mathis

Staff Writer
allowed admittance to the
By Christopher Harwood
Rathskeller · per night; guests
Rathskeller Manager
may be signed in prior to admittance, either on that day or the
day befor-e, at the information
One of the many places on
booth or at the door if there are
campus that is overlooked or
available slots~ guest sign-ups
willllw•iallii!&!l'!I.!.ti14Willst~P!'1112~*l6'.ll·~*·illil1rLlillQ~·~-ml'1iiil.llllllili};lillt!d~·iiii&Y.~dillliw~"111Wb~§lilliii"""s..,,
..,,~.,w,ill uo t be taken over the phone.
the Strident umon Rathskeller.
We ask that anyone who signs in
The Rathskeller is an ona guest, who is later not able ta·
campus pub that features subs,
make it, please cancel the signpizza, wine and beer, and is open
up, so that the slot be made
to memhers · of the BSC
available for others.
Community.
·We also ask that aUmembers
To enter, BSC students must
of the faculty and staff show
have a BSC ID with a current
proper identification, including
semester validation sticker,
staff or employee ID (also availAND' either a Massachusetts
able at posted times, in the ID
Drivers License or a Massachuroom), as our security. staff, who
setts Liquor Purchase ldentifimay not know you, are required
cation Card. If you have lost, or
to verify any person entering the
don't have a BSC ID, hours are
Rathskeller as a member of the
posted when the ID room is
Bridgewater State College
open to obtain replacements'.
community.
·
Check at the, Student Union
Students in Continuing· EduInformation Booth for details.
cation should check with the
Current semester validation
P.C.E. office regarding times to
stickers, if you don't have one,
obtain ID's and continuing ed.
may be o~tained at the Student
validation stickers.
Payment Office in Boyden Hall.
Alumni· are welcome to the
Massachusetts Licenses or
Rathskeller · on any night.
Liquor Purchase Identification _,.Proper identification is a BSC
Carris (required for out-of-state
Alumni card AND a MassachuBSC students) are available at
setts License or Liquor Purany branch office of the Registry
chase Identification Card. ·BSC
of Motor Vehicles (Buses conAlumni cards are available from
necting with our Brockton shutthe Alumni Association office,
located on the main floor of the
· . tle can get you to the Brockton
Registry of Motor Vehicles).
Student Union (open MondayThe current cost for a Liquor
Friday; 9 am-4 pm).
Purchase Identification Card is
The Rathskeller is open durfive dollars and takes about ten
ing the academic year, Monday·
·minutes for processing. Out of through Thursday, 4 pm until
state licenses,, birth certificates
11 :45 pm; Friday, 4 pm until
or firearms identification cards
12:45 am; and on Saturday from
will not be accepted for BSC
&.pm until 12:45 am . .
students. ,
Besides food, wine and beer,
The · policy for admission of
we ·offer free popcorn, wide
guests is as follows: A guest may
screen TV, video games, movies
not show a duplicate license as
Monday through Friday, live
proof of age; a BSC student with
entertainment or D.J. 'son most
proper identification must ~e a
weekends, and free soda after 10
sponsor of the guest; there may
pm.
We encourage members of the
be only one g_uest per sponsor;
the sponsor must remain with
BSC community to visit the
· their guest and is responsible for
Rathskeller, located on the
the behaviour of their guest;
gro'l:lnd floor of the Student
there is a maximum of7~ guests
Union.

,
11111

Commuter issues have
long been neglected by Student Government members.
Parking is one of those issues
that everyone has promised
to do something about, but
nobody has ever come
through.
·
However, there is a ray of
hope for commuters in the
future .. At last Tuesday's
(N av. 13) SGA meeting,
Sena t·o r-at-Large Denis
Lawrence l?rought to the
attention of the Senate that
there· is a poss.ibility of
obtaining .expanded parking
facilities in the commuter lot,
and getting the resident lot at
the hill paved.
Mr. Lawrence has been in
contact with members of the
House of Representatives in
regards to this issue and has
had some positive results.,
However, he adds, "There are

no funds available for the
project now, but there will be
in January when the new
Congress con vines." Senator
Lawrence explained that
when Congress convines,
"Funds will be allocated to
the states, then they cou\d
distribute some of those
funds to the state colleges."
One of the possible pt<?Posals that Lawrence discussed was that the state
would rriatch any funding put
up by the college for the
·.project.
This project, Lawrence
added, was one of his campaign promises that he was
able to follow through on. In
April 1984, in The Comment
Lawrence was quoted as saying in regards to the issue,
-"When I'm elected. I will
approach the administration
and the state and federal ·
go~ernments for funding.

and work to get the lot
paved." Funding· could be
available as soon as the
spring.
Along with this project,
Lawrence, Kim Murphy,
Brian Jenney, David Carreiro. Dan Darcy, and Matt
Donoghue havc·cstablished a
Commuter Coalition. The
coalition is being organiicd
by Murphy and .Jenney. and
they had plan ncd to hold
their first meeting today
(Monday) at noon. Some of
·the major issues they will he
discussing include: possibly
getting the BAT busses to
stop in the commuter parking
lot to give -commuters a ride
to lower campus during had/ cold weather, sheltered bus
stops around campus. and
pavement for The Great Hill
parking lot. Stay tuned for
more details in upcoming
issues of The Comment.

J-Board PC>licy: What is
Being Done
By Janet Coffey
Staff Writer
.The Comment recently met
with the Vice President of Student Services, David Deep and
with Matthew Peter Donoghue,
BSC Student Trustee, to get an
update on the Judicial Board
policy meetings that stemmed
from last months Board of Trus- ·.
~ees meeting. .
_
Donoghue said there would
be a joint session o(the Committee on Legal Affairs and the
Rights and Freedoms Commit•
tee on November 15. This session was to review the proposal
concerning the SGA ·s role in the
present situation pertaining .to
dormitory regulations and the
appeals process involved. Also,

it would review whether or not
the college wou Id have to
comply with Massachusetts
General Law 186, Section 17.
l'm satisfied with the position taken by the SGA and
myself in this !ssue," said Trus0

tee Donoghue. ··ru do my best
to make sure it becomes a part of
this college's policy. I'm not
anti-administration: I'm propeople."
See J-Board p. B - - - - -

INSIDE
• Keep In th' spirit of Thanksgiving and help S~H.A.R.E.
For more d&talls, see page 9. ·
·
_
• Rust Doughety and Da ~Id Spurla offer their expertise In
the record bualneH~ see reviews on page 5.

•Be sure to· read this week'• edltorlal ilnd column Section
32. Laughs for everyonel .

.
.
• For another view of the J·Board, please see. the com·
mentary on page 3.. .
The next publication date for The Comment will be
December 3. ·See ya then.

The Comment

~ighting

On

Reagan can't hide from the deficit

Campu
Is Inadequate
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter to The
Comment to let the students of
Bridgewater St.ate College know
that the lighting .on -campus is
inadequate. This campus is in
desperate need of repairing
and/ or replacing light fixtures
that are broken or those which
are not working at this present
moment. I believe the security of
the students of this college
should be a top priority for the
administration and campus
security. I would like to let the
students of this colle_ge know

By Jack Anderson

ing and raises taxes enough to
have a significant effect on the
deficits, this cquld send such a
WASHINGTON-Was Walshock through the economy that
ter Mondale right when he tried
it would trigger a recession.
to make the federal budget
Reagan can't afford to do
that progress is being made on
deficit a major issue in the
nothing. but he can't afford to
this issue.
campaign?
do too much.
If you are concerned and
Some economists within the
"It was rationalized that the
would like to become involved
Reagan administartion are now
economic growth resulting from
in any way to benefit this·cause,
expressing concern that another
the tax and spending decisions
you can sign our petition outside
recession is on the way-and
would lead to higher incomes,
of Tillinghast Hall or at the Stuthat the main cause will be the
which in turn would boost tax
dent Union. Please come and
continuing budget deficits and·
receipts sufficiently to wipe outsupport this issue because it will
- the zooming national debt. They · ... most of the deficits," states
only benefit you and the security
predict that the recession could
one internal analysis seen by our
of you fell ow students.
come as early as next summer.
associate Michael Binstein.
When Mondale tried to make
It becomes evident, however,
Sincerely,
an issue of the deficits-and
that the results were not quite
Group #4
proposed tax increases to bring
turning. out that way ... ,.
Dr. Barnett's Class t.hem down-the Republicans
That was putting it diplomaticleverly portrayed his argue-· cally. Since Reagan arrived in
ment as a simple call for higher
Washington, Congress has had
taxes and more spending (even
to raise the national debt ceiling
though Mondale had proposed
nine times. And the national
using the additional revenue
debt is expected to top $2 trillion
exclusively for cutting the debt).
by mid-1986-double what it
Now President Reagan will
was when Reagan was inauguhave to face the situation he so
rated. By 1989, the Congrescarefully sidestepped throughsional Budget Office expects the
out the campaign-and it may
debt to hit $3 trillion, and the
be too late. Of course, it may
annual interest charges to be
have been too late for Mond'ale's
$214 billion-almost equal to
remedies, too, but the shock to
the Pentagon budget.
the public will be far greater
But if there's a recession or
when Reagan finally faces up to
unexpectedly high interesf rates
the hard realities.
before then, these gloomy preFor the cold fact is, according
dictions will be seen as overly
to a9.ministratioI). dissenters' optimistic.

Staff Writer

~~------1,........"'1'.1I'mrtt:""-virw~.~~~crm:rm~~-...p;;~~bE~F:IAl:·e:roR i.

S. H.A. R. E. Asks
For Help
Dear Editor,
The members of S.H.A.R.E.
wish to thank you for the coverage you gave our group.
We do feel however, that this
important subject deserves more
complete and visible coverage
than it received in the .
Announcements. In a project of
this sort we need all the help and
cooperation we can get to publicize it in order to bring it to the

attention of the busy people iri
our academic world.
We look forward to working
with The Comment and the
groups on campus who have
already agreed to help us to meet
our goal on December 7, 19?4.
Sincerely,
Cecelia T. O'Brien
Susan Rosenstiel
Philip Sawyer
Laurie Williamson

simply hasn't brought down the
deficit. The tax cuts were not
able to stimulate enough economic growth (and thus more
tax revenues) to pay for the huge
increase in defense spending
under Reagan.
These analysts describe the
economy as laying between a
rock and a hard place. If the
president makes only a token
effort to cut the deficits-or
none atall-higheririterest rates
will inevitably b:ing on a
recession.
- On the other hand, if the president slashes government spend-

w~

have frequently likened the federal bureaucracy to the "fuddle
factory" where the workers are
so confused that they act in
opposition to one another.· Consider the recent example:
T-he U.S. Fish and Wildlii
Servic.e will spend a bout
$250,000 this winter to keep
migratory birds out of the Kesterson Wildlife Refuge near
Fresno, Calif. Human scarecrows will be used to fire amplified popguns around the clock
from off-road vehicles to scare
birds away. The reason:
A drainage system built by the

Reclamation Bureau to carry
chemical-contaminated irrigation water from Central Valley
farmland to the sea- was never
completed. So the toxic water
now ~nds-- up in the marshes of
the refuge, and migratory birds
must be scared off lest they poison themselves.
Not only are the Reclamation
Bureau and the Fish and Wildlife Service part of the same
government; they're both part of
the Interior Department. They
just don't coordinate their
activities.
.
DOWNED DOCTOR?: Dr.
Richard Bargen is a family physicain who uses a airplane to
make house calls in Nevada
desert communities. But now he
faces the suspension of his
pilot's license by the Federal
Aviation Administration
because of complaints by the
Navy that he has violated its
airspace over the desert.
Bargen says that some 5,000
patients will be deniec;l regular
care by a physician if he is
grounded, and he won't be able
to keep up the payments on his
airplane. He believes the Navy is
trying to blunt his opposition to
its attempt to close off some
5,600 square miles of airspace
for the exclusive use of its F-18
fighter planes out of Fallon
1
1

_Na;~r1¥r~i't~n EUTHANA ~~
SIA: The Rev. Jerry Falwell's
Moral Majority has declared its
determination to fight against
the "right to die," but its attitude
evidently doesn't extend to
elderly liberals on the Supreme
Court.
Asked about possible
appointments to the court. a
Moral Majority spokesperson
griped: "It probably won't be
that many. The liberals will just
hang on even if they have to
bring in oxygen masks. It's
enough to make you want to
pull the plug.

News Editor Sounds
Off
From Front Page
trouble? Ka-ka. He gets more
than his share of grief from that
bastion of piety and justice, the
SGA, he gets more than his
share of crap from the student
body. He has built up the paper
to the a ward winning. standard
that it is today (to those who
h~ve, or had, something to hide,
you are probably smirking right
about now). But he has had it,
like the rest of us. He is burnt
out; all he wants to do is to graduate and get on with his life. He
is tired of working for an uncaring student body who are only
interested in the, weekly menu.
He is leaving. So aren't _we all.
Deb Santheson has to practically put the entire· paper
together each week. She is more
than sick of it. As the S_GA

Secretary, Managing Editor;. responses are better than none
/Features Editor, she has more at all. So keep those cards and
than enough to keep herself . letters coming in... that is, until
occupied, never-mind trying w we leave.
·
keep up with her homework.
His the same thing with all of
She is tired, too. And she is us. Some of us have jobs. Some
leaving.
of us have families (What's a
I am tfred too. I don't mean to family?}. Some of us even
sound .red~ndant, but I just attempt to establish some sort of
want to stress this point as mu~hl¥ social life/ personal relationas I possibly can. I, along with ship. All of us have homework,
others, have done our best to which is suffering because of this
bring to the students the news. enormous responsiblity to the
Some of it is controversial
student body - all of which we
albeit. But wouldn't it have bee~ take very, seriously. But this is it.
nice if maybe, just maybe, we We have served our time. After
got ·s.omeone to think? Or is that this semester we shall be gone
too ·much to ask. Well, we did and as far as I· can se.e, so will
get our share of Letters to the The Comment. Maybe you will
Editor... so maybe someone did miss the paper, maybe you
think for a minute or two. They won't ... but we won't be taken
do say that even negative advantage of anymore.
So it goes.

Monday, November 19, 1984

The Student Judicial
System Is Fair
If a student is caught or suspected of breaking a dormitory
policy, he I she is given the
proper notice to appear in front
of the J-Board, at least 24 hours
before the hearing is scheduled.
The student may also schedule a
pre-hearing conference with the
Office of Housing. With the
notice comes an explanation of
J-Board proceedings and policies regarding appearance of
witnesses. At the open Judicial
Board Hearing the defendant
and plaintiff are hearµ and questioned by J-Board members
only - their peers. Following
the hearing the Board decides
guilt or innocence, based on evidence, fairness, and objectivity.
If guilty, the Board recommends
what they feel to be the appropriate sanction as outlined in the
Student Handbook, and sends it
to the Office of Student Services

for review. Here, this office does
have the authority to totally or
partially change ·or alter the
boards recommendation, but
this happens very rarely. As a
matter of fact, in my two semesters as a J-Board member, I can
only recall one recommendation
that was changed by the Office
of Housing/ Student Sevices.
Although I am in partial
agreement with the recent concerns regarding the dormitory
eviction policy, to review the
entire system is senseless, and
student leaders are wasting their
time and ours, on this matter.
They should be directing their
energies and concerns towards
matters of greater concern to the
students of BSC.
Sincerely Yours.
Jeffrey P. May
President Class of '85

Commentary

The Situation At
I nrh19Hast Hall
after ourselves. What hapCan you remember back to
pened? We are now supposedly
your school "lunch periods?" I
mature college men and women,
surely can. We all had assigned
and we are insulted when we are
seats and there was always a
teacher and a core group of not treated as such. Yet, if one
stopped and glanced around the
cafeteria workers roaming the
cafeteria during lunch hour, one
area to be certain every child left
would begin to wonder. If in
his/ her seat presentable for the
grammar school, I dared to
next group. Then there was high
leave my area the way numerous.
school where ·the supervision
BSC students leave theirs, it
decreased. We were allowed to
would be guaranteed detention
sit wherever we pleased and
there was only one cafeteria· for,a week.
Right now, we are all in colmonitor to" roam the area. On
lege, and I don't think it will do
the opening day of school we
were told. that at fourteen and . any good to start in about common courtesy. If you haven't
fifteen we were mature and
learned
it by now, I think it's a
responsible enough to pick up

3 credff"courses - Jan. 2•18
1 credit course ,. Jan. 7-10

W orcesfor State CoHege
Division of -Graduate & ContinQ.ing Education

!

Gregory C. Mathis!

I

IEdilor-ln-Ch~~f

Registration

~oes?

Figures I find out the secret to registration in my final semester at this college. For years I have gotten up at seven o'clock and
parked myself on the steps of the third floor of the Student
Union for hours to assure myself that I wouldn't have to wait in
line all morning. Guess what? (What?) Waiting in line is easier
than getting up at 7:00 (It is?). I guess it's another part of
M~rphy's Law, but I was late getting up the morning I was to
register (so was DJS!) and found myself on the bottom floor of
the Union at 9:00 a.m: Horrors I thought! However, once the
doors opened, much to my surprise, the line moved rather
quickly and by the time I finished registering, it was 9:40.
Now there has been a lot of complaining about the system for
registration at BSC, but I happen to think ifs an effective one. I
att~nded the University of Massachusetts for one year, and they
registered by computer. All the students had to do was take their
computer data sheet home to their dorm room (That's all?), look
through the course offerings and jot down the serial number of
their desired courses. After that, a simple walk (Usually eight to
ten miles across campus) to their advisor's offic-e and registration was complete, no lines (No lines?), no waiting (No waiting?). Sounds easy huh? (Sure does). But as in most things there
is a catch (Hey, like Catch-22?). Catch-22 you ask? (That's what
I just said!) Well, not quite, but similar. You see, just because
you signed up for certain classes doesn't mean that you will get
them (Oh, I get it now!). With UM ass being such an enourmous
sc~ool (H_ow enormous is it?), classes filled up quickly (How
qmckly did they fill up?), and once filled, the computer would
reject any more numbers. This resulted in a very ineffective way
for students to register. In my year there, I only got four out of
ten classes that l registered for. I cannot tell you what it is like to add/ drop at UM ass (What's it like to add/ drop at UM ass?}. The
school has an area close to 15 square miles; and going from one
building to another for signatures is not fun at" all! By the time
add/drop period had ended, I was just getting my.last class.
Students at Bridgewater are better off with this system
be~ause I) the school is small enough, and 2) students are
positive of the courses they have in the upcoming semester.
So, take it from a senior that has done a lot of groaning and
bitching in the last year, the administration's registration system
works!
·

•••
Editor's Note: I would like to thank Debbie tor doing this
weeks paper and. giving me a tnuch needed rest. I would
also like to thank her for the help she gave me on this
editorial().
_

littJe too late.· But maybe if
you ~re hit in the pocket, you
might think twice. We are. all
aware of the financial burden of
college, and none of us can
afford to pay extra workers to
clean up our mess. So, the next
time you go to leave Tilly in a
rush, please remember-you can
save yourself a few hundred dollars if you take an extra two
minutes and· clean up your own
tray.

Going home to Worcester?
then spend ·semester
break with us ... ·

Call 793 -8100

3
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Commentary

The Student Judicial System
at Bridgewater State College
had been subject to undue criticism this semester, and is currently being subject to revision
and possible change.
As a past Shea/ Durgin Judicial Board member, I can honestly attest to the fairness of
Judic!al Board proceedings in
the dormitories at BSC. Furthermore, the derogatory statements that have been made
concerning the Judicial System
are a direct insult to those students who voluntarily give up
their tim.e to serve in those positions. Dormitory Executive and
Judicial Board positions are
elected students, whose job is to
fairly and objectively carry out
the rules and regulations of their
respective dormitories. And
they have done this quite
admirably.

The Comment

Diane Pagliuca
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12s Broad St.

Hairstyling

I

II

"Health Day"
The Pre-Medical Society is planning a ••Health Day" for the Spring of 1985. The
object of Health Day is to make the students as well eis the Bridgewater Community
aware of their health. We hope to present lecturers and to have workshops as well.
We would greatly appreciate the cooperation of all clubs in joining our Health Day.
We welcome your ideas and your participation. If you are interested and would like
to join in the event, please contact Terri Lima through the Biology Department or
leave a message in the Pre-Med mailbox in the SGA office. Thank you for your
cooperation.

I

Bridgewater, MA.

697-9637

Anniversary Sale
WASH*CUT*BLOW-DRY

HAIRCUT

I
I
II

(Re:~:~'.F:~:,:::m. -:~~=-: Sat. 1'.:::.~ ::: ::~OJ )
n must be presented.

Offe; elll:pires 12-15-84

--~-----------~~-------

•

Volunteer Opportunity
Mainspring House in Brockton is a shelter for the homeless. There is a need for
volunteers in many capacities both during the day and evening hours. The hours are
flexible, training is provided and you have the chance to help others.
The Director of Volunteers, Suzanne McCurly, will be on Campus Tuesday,
December 4, 1984, from 10-2 at a table near the bookstore. to speak with any
persons who are interested.

For Sale: RCA Black and White Portable T. V. Perfect Condition. Best
Offer! See Debi in Pope Hall Room

•

138.

Disabled Awareness Coalition
The Disabled Awareness Coalition, formerly the Disabled Students Awareness
Organization, is requesting your support as we are putting on a fundraiser to help
S.H.A.R.E.
On Thursday, November 27.and Wednesday, November 28, we will have a table
set up across from the Bookstore to collect money for S.H.A.R.E. AH donations
will be generously accepted. No donatio·n will be too small. Please drop by1:o say
hello and to contribute something for the hungry people in our area. We would also
like to urge you to support any other fundraisers for this cause in the future.

For Sale: '78 Ford Granada, 6
cylinder, 4 drive, light blue with gas
shocks, AM/ FM, wire wheels, new
brakes and tune-up. Excellent condition. $1900.00 or best offer. Call 9630868.

•

For Sale: 1976 Dodge Aspen
Wagon-terrific condition, needs no
repairs. PS/ P~, stereo, roof racks.
Must be seen. $1700.00 or B.O. call
447-2313 or 447-278 l.

Thanksgiving Dance
There will be a Thanksgiving Dance on Tuesday, November 20 1984 from 8:00
p.m~ to 1:00 a.m. at the Citizen's Club. There will be a DJ and a turkey raffle.
SponS-Ored by Phi Pi Delta.

•

For Sale: Kenwood KX530 cassette
player with Dolby.$ 120.00. Call 6973292

Bruins Tickets
The Student Union Program Committee is sponsoring a bus trip to the Boston
Bruins vs. Buffalo Sabres, Saturday December 8. Tickets are $10.00 for tickets and
bus ride. Game is ~t 1:15. Bus leaves at 11 :45 a.m. Sign up at Info Booth.

,., . . . .-.-·...,.._. . ._. ~---~· .
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A VISIT TO

WHE~E

THE WEST BEGAN

For Sale: '75 Honda Civic
Hatchback-running condition, good
tires, good local transportation. $300
or best offer. Call Dorothy-History
,"Departme.nt-.-e,~W.asion,2288; ·
·'
For Sale: 1974 Honda 550 Four.
Good condition and extremely
dependable. $650. Call Mike at 697?436 after 7:00 pin weeknights if
mterested.
For Sale: 1975 IFR Piper PA28-140
King Radios, 2950 Pi, 950SMOH
NDH, New wingtips. Fresh annual
perfect 4 place aircraft for $13,900 or
b.o. Call Dave Madden 326-4614.
($1000 commission offered).

Beds: One-% bed, complete, 48"x74",
Good condition, $35. Also complete
set of bunk beds, stack,or seperate,
$45. Contact Prof. Sterrett L-233.

.... ~~
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For Sale: Marantz stereo receiver,
Gold series. New in .box. $ I00.00.
Call Jim at 767-2324.
Found: In Grove Street Building. A
woman's ring. Two stone setting.
Inquire at Affirmative Action Office.

ARCHAEOLOGY, ART & HISTORY TOUR OF GREECE

MARCH 9 - 20, 1985 ·
The program will·feature daily tours by Peter Karavites, Professor of
Ancient History, Bridgewater Stat~ College, Ma., and local
professional guides. Itineraries are carefully designed to offer the
broadest possible survey of Greek life, culture, history, &
archaeology within the time frame of the trip.
·

Travel arrangements will be made through

Service: DJ's ..The Mixmasters". All
occasions, all types of music, from
50's to 80's. Very affordable and a
. great. time for all. can 697-5420 or
587-579 I.

Attn. Pilots: Single Engine simulator
and CFII/ ATP available for instrument training, check rides, or instrument competency checks. B.S.C.
student rate for simulator and
instructor. Only $30 /hour. Call 3645614.

HELLASTOURS, INC., OF NEW YORK
For further information contact:

Professor Peter Karavites
History _Dept.

or

Professor Lois Poule
Humanities Dept.

Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater, Mass.
Telephone: 617-697-1200

Wanted: Ride to UM(\SS/SPRINGFIELD area.for Nov 2.weekend. Will provide gas expenses(~)
and great company!! Please call June
at 697:.1567.

For Sale: 1982 Camara, black with
maroon interior, 30.0QO miles. 4
cylinder, 4 speed, 25 mpg. $6500.00
or best reasonable offer. Ask for
Todd 884-1414 (dayli) 545-3407
(evenings).
Fo~ Sale: 1980 Mercury Zephyr, 6
cylinder, new tires, well maintained.
Excellent Condition. $2750.00. Call
697-1277 or 934-6727 and ask for
Peter.

For Sale: Waterbed Mattress, light
weight, queen size. $50. Call 6974973.

Ride Needed: To New York City
Thanksgiving break. Will share
expenses, call Athena 697-2593 ..
For Sale: Bundy E-Flat Acto Saxophone in sµper cond. Great for any
level player! $275 firm. Call 8485545; ask for Mike.

For Sale: Kenwood KX 530 cassette.
.deck with Dolby. Good Condition.
Call 697-3292.,
For Sale: Frigidaire, self-defrosting
freezer, 15 cubic feet of space.
$125.00 firm. Call 238-4212 after 4:00
p.m.
Airplane Rides: Over the college and
t~ei coastline.· Surpr.isingly
mexpens1ve. Call Tony at 697-4846.
For Sale: RCA Portable, Black and
White T. V., 2 years old, perfect-condition. $40. Ask for Debi in Pope
Hall Room I 38.
· ·

~long

Volunteers Needed: To assist in various volunteer programs at the Massachusetts Hospital School. a school
for physically disabled youngsters in
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro
at 828-2440 ext. 399.
Attention Seniors: Senior Portraits
at or ~elow the price of a studio.
Contact Ed Donahue at The Comment office.
Found: One ladies watch during the
first week of school in Boyden Hall.
Come in and see Peg at the Registrar's Office between 8: 15 and 4:30,
Monday - Friday.

For Sale: '75 Duster, good condition,
no rust, AM /FM radio with 4 speakers. New snow tires current inspection sticker. 697-1860 ask for Frank.
For Sale: AM-FM Realistic Stereo
w/ cassette and 8-track, two speakers: $250.00 or 8.0. Call Lisa Marie,
697-9862, Rm IO after 7:00 p.m.

Lost: Medium-sized brown ... Busi·
ness Appointment"ce!l~ndarbook. If
For Sale: 1975 VW Bus/Camper.
fo!Jn~. please ~~ll Michel'e at.697:1624. . Runs wen, many new parts~ Must
"" or\efqlS;Jtlltitlsb.("Po,oe"Hall Fr.out~/ \sell~~~~P9~ 9riJ;lesto,~fer. ~all,Dan a.t
2
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"A Thea .fre
Frankie Gets Lost;
Gala" t · SC Long Ri r
i h
Bridgewater State College Gala.
presents, A Theater Gala,
The following Bridgewater
celebrating Professor Robert State College Faculty
Barnett's twenty-seven years assisted Professor Barnett
of-Theater at Bridgewater on with the arrangements for the
Sunday, December 9, at 7:00 · Gala: Professor Lee Dunne,
p.m. in the Horace Mann Speech Communication; Dr.
Auditorium of Boyden Hall Joel. Litvin, Speech Comat Bridgewater State College. munication~ Dr. Richard
Professor Barnett, who Wayre, Theater Arts; and
will be retiring the end
Professor Joanne Wuschke,
December, produced the Communication Disorders.
Gala which will f ea tu re songs
The Gala tickets are $7.50
and scenes from Our Town, each, and are available from
Taming of the Shrew, Elea- the Theater Business Office,
nor, Hamiel, Hello Dolly!, open Monday through FriFiddler on the Roof. The day from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00
Bo)friend, Oklahoma, Once p.m., in the lobby of the Stuupon a Mattress, and Carni- dent Union Auditorium.
val , along with other Broad- They are also available by
way plays and musicals. The writ1ng to: . Theater Gala,
cast will consist of Bridge- Speech .. Communication
water State Alumni who will Department, .Bridge~ater
be reviving the roles they State College, Bridgwater,
played as undergraduates. MA 02324. For reservations
There will be a reception for and information, call 697the performers in the rotunda 1321.
. of Boyden Hall following the

of

n Tar

t

when he produced the curiously
good band Art of Noise, but
loses sight with Frankie.
The first side tries a combination of Pink Floyd and white
funk. The Floyd reflects their
Now that Frankie Goes to most self-indulgent phase. The
Hollywood is the new pheno- funk is for people without soul.
menon in America, just as they There are lots of great techare in Britain, it's time for some- niques, good riffs, and bass
lines, but each lasts for thirty
one to look- seriously at them.
Welcome lo the Pleasure Dome seconds and ends without a
follow-up. Motion without
on Island Records is their first
big break in the colonies- giving direction. Vocalist Holly Johnus the singles "Relax", "War'", son studied how to put passion
in his voice, and it sounds
and the more controversial
"Two Tribes". All admittedly studied.
Side Two has the three hits,
good, even very good, singles danceable vocal shoots in har- th~ tempo picked up. feet
mony without reverting to the moved, but there are still too
many tricks played. As singles
standard English pop .cliches.
So, what's the problem with they are good. As part of an
an album that has three good album, pass.
Side Three is full of cover
singles? For. one, it's an album .
Londoners buy singles now, so songs, bad covers at that. Vocals
most Brits .buy :~ongs one.at~a: ~never .matciirttl~, .m1:1sic .a11d
time, and value-concious Yanks _neither matches the song. "Ferry
Across The Mercy" becomes
buy albums. Frankie (five' guys,
cocktail music; "Do You Know
actually) forgot this, and filled
two disks with fluff when only The Way To San Jose" is worse.
one side had much of note. Tre-. Sorry guys, Joe Piscopo comvor Hom (former member of petes too well with your cover of
Yes and Buggies) did "'.onders "Born To Run".
By Russell Dougherty
and David Spuria
WBIM Staff

1
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Side Four reverts to Side une,
except that "Crisco Kisses" has
enough dynamics that could
make it a good song to see live.
The rest is fake funk that
whines.
And a word about packaging:
it's too well thought out - like
polishing bad silver: too contrived. There are egos in pop,
but who wants to read someone
calling their own record a classic
and talking about how cuddly
and well-dressed they _ arc?· 1
don't. Buy the pair of twclveinch singles. Skip the alhum great garnishes and no meal.
The Long Ryders arc a very
different story. Natil'e Sons
won't win awards, hut it will
rock, bop and boogie. These
boys update roots rock and meet
it on their own terms. They have
a country influence, hut it's not
the wimp-country that's on the
, charts lately~ Tl:\il'i is vita.l !'ituff.
Opening the afbumis "Tell it
to the Judge on Sunday". This is
the song college radim across
the country are playing. and for
good reason. While the boys do
straightforward rock with good.
hooks. Phil Kenzi (an Eagles/P:oco session player) adds flavor on a s'ubducd haritone sax.
There arc some sl<)wer things.
including a semi-rocker with
banjo and harmony called ,
.. Never Got to Meet the Moon".
"I Had a Dream" is a real rocker
which rounds off the side.~
The flip side _is all meat and
potatoes stuff (there are grits on
the table if you w.ant, too), but
two songs stand out. "Run
Dusty_ Run,. has guitar work
which is definitel_y Chuck Berry
influenced, but no cliches here.
"S:weet Mental Revenge" is the
only non-original. How does a
song written by Mel Tillis with
country vocals and pedal steel
guitar rock so much'?
Lead singer Tom Stevens
strains his voice lik~ Bob Dylan
but still hits the notes. Drums
are good and simple. Greg
Sanders is a master of back beat
_ and kick drum, giving us rock to
boogie to. The country is Jerry
Reed, not Kenny Rogers: all
roots, guts, and grit. Fans of The
Byrds/The Animals, Jerry
Reed/Tom T. Hall or Dylan/countryish Rolling Stones
should buy tllis record. They're
on touf. but you'll have.missed
them by the time you read this.
Why do you only hear about the
good struggling bands at the last
minute?
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Culture Club

"GIGI" Brings
Paris
to
the
Wakes Up with the
Colonial

House on Fire
By Audrey Little
Enterrainment Editor
Culture Club continues to churn
out albums of well-crafted pop
songs, as their third album,
Waking Up H!fth the House on
Fire proves. Although musically
a little lightweight compared to
last year's Colour By Numbers
(which I think is their best
album)~ and Boy George sounds
like he has a cold since some of
his singing is horribly nasal,
there's still lots of good listening
here.
Side One opens with .. Dangerous Man", a cool, kind of
funky tune. "The War Song",
the current hit, follows. Helen
.Terry's vocals' really shine in this
tune. (Unfortunately, she has
since left the group.) '"Unfortunate Thing~' is a really nice tune,
featuring good brass sounds. I

expect this song to get much airplay in thefuture. "Crime Time"
is an interesting tune - it sounds
like something out of a Broadway show. Side One closes with
"Mistake No. 3", a very pretty
ballad.
"The Dive" opens Side Two.
The heavy drumbeat and bass is
a bit of a departure from their
usual sound, but the sa~a
tinged chorus is pure Culture
Club. "The Medal Song" w·ill
certainly be a hit. This is one of
the best tunes on the album - it
has a nice melody, good singing
with a full back-up chorus; and
good instrumentals. The tempo
picks up a bit with "Don't Talk
about It", another tune you
could be hearing more of in the
future. "Mannequin" is ·another
cute, corny tune like "Crime
•Time". "Hello Goodbye" closes
the album. Talk about switching
styles! Screaming guitars and

heavy drumbeat on the chorus this is one of the most intense
songs they've ever recorded, and
it would be nice to hear them
making more good noise like
this in the future.
The album's theme is worth a
mention - it deals with an the
problems in today's world.Just
about every song has a little lesson in its' lyrics, whether it's the
foolishness of fighting in "1he
War Song", or cynicism in "Mistake No. 3 ", or crime in "Crime
Time". I wish that they hadn't
tried so hard to be so preachy,
but on the other hand, the lyrics
do make for some good reading,
and 'he heavy themes don't drag
down the tunes at all.
By the way, Culture Club will
be in Worcester on November
20 and 21. I'm sure it will be a
very interesting show, and ho·pefully Boy George's cold will be
gone.
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Stage and screen stars
Louis Jourdan, Betsy Palmer
and Taina Elg bring the color
and gaiety of turn-of-thecentury Paris to the Colonial
Theater when Lerner and
Lowe•s musical hit, Gigi,
opens a four week engagement on Tuesday, November
20th.
Louis .1 ourdan, who
charmed audiences as Gaston
in the I 958 film, stars as
Honore, the role originated
by Maurice Chevalier. Betsy
Palmer co-stars as Aunt Alicia. With numerous , television, film and stage roles to
her credit, Miss Palmer was a
featured panelist on TV's I've
Got a Secret and To Tell The
Truth. Fresh from her starring role on Broadway in the
Tony Award winning Nine,
Taina Elg co-stars as Mamita. Newcomers Lisa Howard
and Tom Hewitt top off the
all-star lineup as the enchanting Gigi and the young man
with whom she falls in love. _
Based upon a well-known

novel by the illustrious
French author, Colette, this
Academy- A ward winning
musical features such memorable tunes as the title song,
"Gigi", which won an Oscar
for Best Song, as well as,
"Thank Heaven for Little
Girls", "I Remember It
Well'', and_"The Night They
Invented Champagne".
Gigi, which opens on
November 20th, will continue at the Colonial Theater
through Sunday, December
16th with evening performances Tuesday through
Saturday and matinees on
Wednesdays, Saturdays and
Sundays. The Box Office
(426-9366) is open now and
tickets are also available
through Teletron at 7203434. Mail order information
may· be sent to the Colonial
Theater, 106 Boylston Street,
Boston, 426-9366. Evening
performances are at 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday and Saturday
matinees at 2:00 p.m. and
Sunday matinees at 3:00 p.m.

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
DOC BOI..// HOW'5 MY FAVORllE
OH, 'THING6 ARE PRETTY MUCH
LITTLE 6ROIHE~? ,,___ _ _ , T~E SAME. HE~E., WILD PARTIES,
GOOD TIME~, 11-\E U50AL ••.

..

..,

.

WMA'T AM I GOING- 10 DO,
GARFIEL17? MY BROTMEF\
IS COMING- TO VISIT FROM
----·----

THE FAR.M

HE THINKS I LIVE LIFE IN·
TME FA!:>T LANE --~

I PON'T KNOW
WHE.RE ME
GOT IMf.
IPEA

!TWAS WHEN
YOO TOLD MIM

YOU WE.RE.
NEGOTIATIN&
MOVIE RIGM1'5
TO YOUR PIARY
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in the Freshman Center.

WRITING
CENrER

Maxwell library - First floQ(
Park Avenue entrance

"The Christmas Carol"
"The Christmas Carol will be performed. by the Nebraska
Theatre Caravan on Friday November 30, at 8:00 p.in. in the
Student Union Auditorium. Tickets are on sale for $5.00 for
children 12 and under, and $9.00 for adults. They are available
from the Student Union Information Booth in the Student
Union Building. For more information, call 697-1273.

'PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE COLLEGE
"'INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING

P~OBLEMS

"EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SKILLS
*TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY
(CURING WRITER'S BLOCK)

"A Theatre Gala"

*EDITING AND REVISING

Tickets are on sale for"A Theatre Gala" celebrating Professor
Robert Barnett's twenty-seven years of theatre at Bridgewater.
The Gala will be held on Sunday, Decerriber9, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Horace Mann Auditorium of Boyden Hall at Bridgewater State
College. The Gala will feature scenes and songs from "Our
Town", "Hamlet", "Hello, Dolly!", and "Fiddler on the RooF'
to name a few. A reception wi1l follow the performance. Tickets
are $7.50 each and are available from the Theatre Business
Office, open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
in the lobby of the Student Union Auditorium. For reservations
and information, call 697-132 I.

"Confrontational Face Scrapes"
The Anderson Gallery of Bridgewater State College presents
the exhibit, "Confrontational Face Scrapes" by Mary Good
which began November 5 and will run through November 30.
The Anderson Gallery, located in the Art Building, is open
Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. For more
information call 697-1359.

HOURS:
Monday: 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Tuesday: 10 a.m. · 3 p.m.
.Wedne5day: 10 a.m. · $ p.m.
Wedm!sday night: 7 p.m - 10 p.m.
Thursday: 10 a.m. · 3 p.m.
Friday: 10 a.m. - 12 noon

*WRITING WORKSHOPS IN SPECIAL TOPICS
*AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTION
*ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE !NSTRUCTJON
*RESEARCH SKILLS
*A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOTGIVE GRADES

Bridgewater Senior Wins
Award for Excellence in
Accountir:ig

Kite Exhibit
The Student Union Art Gallery presents a ~ite exhibit which
will. run throught the month of November. The Student Union
Art Gallery is located on the second floor of the Student Union
Bllilding and is open Monday through Thursday from 10:00
~_..,.._~,.b..'""'~"Q~p"l)l· and 6:00 p.m .. ~8:00 p.pi. ltis also open Fridays
lWD:'l W:OO a.rn. - 3:00 p~m. For more information call 697-l273.

"History of Theatre at Bridgewater"
The fytaxwellp~raryof BSC presents the exhibits, t~~ .''iji~~.
tory of.Theatreat.· Bridgewate(Un the· Herit~ge·Ro9111 on the

~../'...:

firstJloor,dfthel:ibrary, and "Lincqln'sL~fein rhotog~aphs.''iµ ·
tfi~ $pecial Collections ROOil1
the third floor .Of the Library.
Fo~ information on hours, call 697-1392.
·

on

.. '(THE .BA.CCHAE" .
Tl)e Bridgewater State College Laboratory Theatre presents

•'THEBACCHAE",.whi.cifwi1lr~rit~reenights,Dece~~er6-8~·
at8:00 p.m .. i.n the Student Union A,uditqriu.m of Bridg~~ater
State College. T~ere will also: be a tp:OQ a.m. p~tformanpe or1
Friday. Decem~<::r}:.A:cl111issi9J)jsfree:•Formor~.infoqnatfon·
can 697-1334. .. ·'

PART-TIME
JOBS
$8/hr.
HOURS •

5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
10:45 PM - 1:45 AM •
3:00 AM - 6:00 AM

Pamela M. Hess, Bridgewater State College senior
from Bridgewater, MA,
received the Morris Goodman A~ard from Thomas M.
Freely, president-elect ,of the
Massachusetts Society of
Certified Public Accountants, at the .14th annual
MSCPA student aw(!.rds

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:.
~7,

bf the colleges and universi-

. ties in the Commonwealth
that·. grant a degree in
accounting. The recipients of
the. Foundation grants are
chosen on· the basis of academic , sMnding. financial
need, and career potential in
the accounting profession.

MON .- FRI •

Like to ride?

(Load and Unload Trucks)

Tuesday, Nov.

dinner, Tuesday, October 23,
at Lombardo's, in Randolph,
'MA. The Morris Goodman
Award, named for the
founder of the Educational
Foundation of the MSCPA
is one . of the many a wards
and scholarships presented
each year. to outstanding
accountin_g students at each

1984 9:00-11:30

Green Room -·Student Union
SIGN UP & F~LL OUT APPUCATION IN T-6 BEFORE
·MONDAY
For more information:, visit the Student Employment Referral Service Office located on
the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall T -6.

Wh~y

not make it an event!

Stonecroft Farm
.. .is. the ·only facility in the area to offer i~struction in the
growing sport ·of combined training:•'-We also offer quality
instruction-Dressage & ,Hunt seat.
We're just 15 minutes from campus and have experienced
school horses available. Come ride with us. For more
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To allow students the
opportunity rn express the'ir
thinking on questions facing
us today. The Philosophy
Club invites the submission
of papers for a philosophical
journal. For this issue of the
I journal, please address one of
I the following questions:
I
fi ). Presently there are
1. questions about the state
I1 education system and about
I the reevaluation of the GenI era! Education Requirements
I at Bridgewater State College.
I Also questioned is the orien1 tation that state colleges
I should take in readying their
I graduates for the "real
I world". "What ought to be
1.the proper role of the state
I liberal arts college?" Pay speJ cial attention to defining the
f term 'real world'.
J
2). The recent election
I . raised the issue of seperation
1 of state and church. "What
: should be the relationship of
1 religion and government?"
I
3). State legislature, and

·stopped. "Can,or does, a
society justify making one
private citizen responsible for
the actions ofanother mature
person?"
Papers should be of a philosophical nature: examination of an issue rather than
espousal of a postion. If you
have a position, · work
through the process of reasaning to that position by citing evidence ~nd by arguing
clearly. Try to keep papers
under five pages Jong. Submissions must be typewritten, single spaced, and with
one inch margins. Include
your name, college address
and phone number (addresses and phone numbers will
not be published).
Selection of papers to be
published win be based on
clarity, on writing style and
1rgumentation\ as · deter:nined by the three student
members of the journal's editorial board. We are looking
for contributions from all

I
I
I
I
I

they have served, and who
subsequently have committed criminal acts as a result of
their intoxication. Also, a
law ·1s in effect that would

Submit the papers to The
Philosophy C/ubmailbox'in
the SGA office; dub Faculty
Advisor, Dr. S.. Sanders; or
the Humanities office, room

n:ake police.
respons1ble for drivers under the
I ·influence" that they . have

338, Tillinghast Hall. Deadline is January 31, 1985.

I
I
I
I
i
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I
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Name: Suzanne Lavigne
Age: 21
Hometown: Brockton
Shift: DJ Monday and Friday 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Suzanne, a Speech Communications major with the class of 1985, currently has the duties of
Assistant Music Director, as well as being a DJ.
While interested in the field of media and listening to other DJ's and announcers, Suzanne loves
Cross-country skiing and going on canoe rides. She also likes it when people around her have a
positive attitude and communicate welL The only turn-off Suzanne has is people smoking. "I get
completely turned off talking with som.eone who has a cigarette hanging out of his month."
WBIM should pl~y an important role in Suzanne's future, for she wished to be employed in
something that deals with some aspect of the media. "WBI M has given me experience in
. professionalism and has done it in a way that leaves me smiling."
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BRIDGEWATER· STAT~
COLLEGE- There will be>
some strange spirits and special
effects going on in the Student
Union Auditorium on Thurs- ·
day, Friday and Saturday evenings~ D_ecember 6".'8 at 8:00 p.m.
Those nights, the Laboratory
Theatre cast members wifl be
presenting a Greek tragedy,
','THE BACCHAE"with masks,
stylized costumes, and a choral
group. The tragedy tells the
story ofth'e Greek god, Dionysis, and his overwhelming desire
to possess the minds of his
people.

The Laboratory Theatre is a
Arthur Dirks, Theatre Arts.
course for the Theatre Arts
Laura Haddad, a Bridgewater
majors who have demonstrated
State student from Randolph,
a commiftment to the study of
designed the masks for the
theatre. This year's performance
production.
,
"The Bacchae'\ has been
The performances will be in
accepted as an entrant in the
the Student Union Auditorium,
American College Theatre , and seating will be in the balFestival. ·
·
cony section. There will also be a
"The Baccha~" ·is being
10:00 a.m. performance ·on. Fridirected by Dr. ~tephen Levine,
day, December 7. Admission is
Theatre Arts.' .The original
FREE for all the performances
music for "The Bacchae" has
and pre-show passes are availabeen composed byTomGoux,a
ble from the 'Theatre Business
Musician and Teacher, from
Office in the lobby of the StuFalmouth. The set and costumes
dent Union Auditorium. For
have been designed by Professor
more . information, .call 6971321. ,,.
m

AS
!J1]:] · Judicial Board Update
. f. r 0 n t P.'ag. e'). .
(, r 0 m

Vice President Deep had
hoped to receive recommanda.
,
.
.
·
tions from all three groups by
Vice President Deep had pre- proper groups..
.
now iri order to have it ready for
viously talked with the SGA .
"If there were any problems, I
tl}e Board of Trustees meeting
The Student Unio.n Board of · wo~ld bring the groups together
o'n November 26th.
Governors, and the Resident with all the information," he
"I have received information·
OFFICE HOURS:
Hall Judicial Board in reference said. "My inten~ is to give them a
from the Student Union Board
Monday 9:00-11:00 am, 12:00 pm-4:00 pm
to loo:tcing into their own areas · chance to act and respond indiof Governors. and the Resident
Tuesday 8:00 am-4:00 pm .
of responsibility regarding Hie vidually so that an acceptable
Hall Judicial Board, but
" Wednesday 9:00 am-11:00, 12:00 pm.-4:00 pm
judicial system. Deep had sug- compromise solution can be
nothing as~of yet from the SGA,
Thursday 8:00 am·4:00 pm
gested that each of the three :worked out if need.be. My role is
even after trying several times.
Friday 9:00 am-11:00 am, 12:00 pm-4:00 pm
individual groups look into each to act as a funnel through which
Input is needed from all groups
v.:hers areas and make ·recomthings can b_e worked out on
from which the Board of Trus.:.
SERS OFFICE is loc.ated on the ground floor of Tillinghast Hall T-6 ..,.
mendations which, in turn, . both sides."
. tees can base their decisions,"
would be brought to him .. After
Deep ·als() noteq . that he has
said Deep. "It is hard to be fair
receiv~ng these recommandac~nsulted ·· with legal counsels
to all students of the college if
· - ..
tions from each gro.up,_ V~P.
represetiting the college so that you don't have input from aU
.··,•. ··.·~ r . . . . ·.. ~.:·
.
.·,,~.,.. ,~.·~·:~>~· ~•·:_,,:peeJri,.Pl~Ul~ ~?-W~e~v1ew,,.the~··:~'thipg~;cap~~~~.·,,'Y·t.;i·t~~d~out~·on gr_qllP,S ~s, instructions for the
·;.~~>·.,·,~~.-~-.~~;~;~·,,.,,,_:·.,;·A· .....~.~'·'·•'·"~ ......... "...>~·~"'.··.···,,·'"'··~·.. ~;,.,,\' ........anEJ-....Fedistt~bllt~~~·t1,K:;m . . ·.to.. ·At.Kr. 1 ~'.:·.b·0~tt·:.·siH:e\!~\";.•,,,•:,•.•~~·•'\,,1..,·.... :....:·..~.. """'" ·., .. Rtl:~r(;f •oJ~+frustees. •• ,

The STUDENT EMPLOYMENT REFERRAL SERVICE
(SERS) has over 350 jobs to choose from (including
babysitting, child care, • warehouse, 1r security, inventory,
restaurant work and many many .more.)

.
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S.H.A.R.E.
Help Halt Hunger by
Lending a Helping Hand
to Neighbors in Need
Thanksgiving is an important time ... A time to express
gratitude for all we have. Let's share our good fortune by
Helping Halt Hunger with S.H.A.R.E. Remember those
less fortunate in our own Southeastern Mass. area. Some
of our neighbors probably won't have a turkey on their
table for Thanksgiving, yet, with our help, many will
have enough to eat during the long cold winter that is fast
approaching.
Already many members of our college community and
groups on campus are participating in or hosting fundraisers to help S.H.A.R.E. Some of these groups are:
Student Government Association, Sigma Chi, Pope
Hall, Little Sigs, Kappa Phi Omega, Student Apartments, Social Work Methods Class. Phi Pi Delta; PreMed Society, Disabled Awareness Coalition.
How about you?????

~1; ·Sunday

Monday

4

Tuesday

S.H.A.R.E·

Wednesday

1

l
l

8:30 AM4:00 PM.

j2

1.
l

-l

7:45

~M-

7:45 AM-

7:45 AM-

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

11

10
1:00

PM-

lO:OO PM

1:00 PM-·
10:00 PM·
closed

closed:

30

~~~~~
~

7:45 AM11:00 PM

·;

k·

:r·~~-:,-:.\·~~

~. ·hi•;~n

7:45 AM11:00 PM

classes end,

exams begin

7:45 AM-

7:45 AM-

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

241:45AM4:00 PM
7:45 AM4:00 PM

31 ·

.~~~

12

7:45 AM11:00 PM

18

17·

]23.

l

6

5

1:00 PM-

j16

J

4

3

·j9

1
l

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

19
7:45 AM. 11:00
PM

7
7:45 AM11:00 PM

13
7:45 AM11:00 PM

20

q

8
7:45 AM-

8:30 AM-

5:00 PM

4:00 PM

15

14
7:45 AM-·
lO:OOPM
5 PM-10 PM
First Floor

4PM-JOPM
First Floor

21·

22
AM-

7:45 AM-

7:45

11:00 PM

5:00 PM
exams end

27

l

28

7:45 AM-

7:45 AM-

7:45 AM ..

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:0~PM

8:30 AM10:00 PM

closed

29
closed

r
f
r
.!

I

;;;.,,.,i
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GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
Attorney

DONALD HADGE
TIME:
Every Tues. & Thurs.
3.- 7 p.m.

PLACE:

THAi'5 WH E.N
YOlJ ANl71
GO ON A PAIE.

S.G.A. OJ/ice.
or

TOGf.THE.R

Council Chambers.

Free to All
B.S.C. Students

WINTER
BREAK
Join 2000 other
college students for a
winter break ski fest at
Killington - from $177° 0

(800) 368-2006 TOLL FREE

en

"Go Hire Yourself

Monday

- ,;).,..

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Chee1ie Omelet
Waftles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter I jelly

Clam Chowder
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Chicken Pieces
· French Fries
Sliced Carrots

Clam Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast
Jardinere
Fried Cod Tails
Mashed Potatoes
Mixed Vegetables
Sliced Beets

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

Cream/Mushroom Soup
BLT Sandwich
Sloppy Joe on a Bun
Italian -Green Beans

Thanksgiving Dinner
Turkey/Ham
Stuffing and all
the fixings!!_

Wednesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

. Corn Chowder
Sheppard's Pie
w/gravy
Fishsticks on a Bun
Baked beans
Spipach

Corn Chowder
Bakeq Chicken
!4lb Hamburger_ w/Bacon
Rice Pilaff
Cauliflower wf Pimentos
French Cut Green Reans

Ail 'El11P10yer"
Go Hire Yourself an Employer

Wednesdav, November 28, 1984
7:00 p. ~. Student Union ·
Ballroom
Tickets: $1.00 B.S. C. ID;. $2.00
Public
Sponsored by the Student

Union Program Committee
Richard Irish is the vice president and founder of Trans Century Corporation, an intern
ational management and consulting firm in Washington,
D.C. At this firm he specializes

in international executive
search, exit managment. and job
counseling.
For ten years, Irish has conducted job clinics at ten prominent universities including
M.I.T., Georgetown (he is a ·
1954 graduate), and Johns Hopkins. Irish has also conducted
for the past two years job clubs
with low income unemployed.
The result of this club is that
more unemployed people are
finding better jobs, faster
because they are looking
'together.

Richard Irish has hccn featured on nationwide television
ihcluding the ··Today ., and
"Tomorrow" shows. He has also
appeared on the CBS News with
Dan Rather.
Come and hear Irish discuss
his dynamic approach to carrying out an effective joo search.
He will also give you effect ivc
techniques for writing resumes
and cover letters, tell you what
t0 expect from an interview, and
how to prepare yourself for it.
Richard Irish can help you prepare to get the joh vo-u w:1ntl

Attention Students!
Nominations for Editor-InChief will open on November
20 and · stay open for two
weeks. Those eligible to vote
will be those who have worked
on at least· four issues.

Mond_ay, November 19, 1984.

Tuesday November 20 at 3:30 p.m.
Free Registration from 3-3:30

By Jack Murray

Four Mile Course
The race will be a dual-effort event. Two team members will be
combined at the end of the race to det.ermine winners. Only one
male or varsity runner per team. Faculty and staff welcome.
_Gift certificates toward Rico's Market for the winners!

.......--Sponsored by Intramurals/Recr~atitm Office

G,ym Schedule - Winter

~~',,,.,,,1

,,_,.~

)

POOL

.

. OPEN TfME:
8-10am, 11-12pm,
~-10:30pm
8-9:15am, 11-12pm, 6-1U:30pm
8-10am, 11-12pm, 6-7:30pm

Mon/Wed

Tue/Thur
Friday
Sunday

6-1Q:30pm

RESERVED

·

TIME~

VARSITY SWIM PRACTICE
VARSITY SWIM MEETS
b)

LARG~

3-Gpm
Dec. 6 ( 7: 00), Dec. 8 ( 2: 00)

GYMNASIUM

OPEN TIME:
Mon/Wed
Tue/Thur.
Friday
Sunday
RESERVED

8-10am, 1-3pm

11-1: 30pm
8-10am, 1-3pm
8-11 pm
T.IME:

VARSITY PRACTICES
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

Monday -

VARSITY WRESTLING

Dec. 9 ( 2 : 0 0)
CVo I I eyba I I , FI oor Hockey, etc. )

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Fri day· 3-8pm

.

Oct. 21 (2:00), Oct. 30' (7:00)

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-llpm
Nov. 27 (6:0q)·, Dec. 4 (7:00),
VARSITY WOMEN"S BASKET3ALL:
·Dec. 8 (6:00)

VARSITY MEN'S
c)

BASKETBALL:

By Jack Murray
Staff Writer Supreme
We won! We even won big! For once the Kardiac Kids
decided to get the scare out of the way in the first quarter, falling
behind 7-0, before easily putting away the winless and luckless
Buffalo Bills 38-10. The fu,nny thing about the win was in the
stats where the Pats only gained 295 yards in total offense. QB
Eason was 23 of 34 for 227 yds. 3tds. 2INTS. I can't remember
the last time Tony had two interceptions in a game. The Pats
only had 68 yards of rushing offense, led by Craig James 23
rushes for 55 yards. The Pats had three turnovers.
The Bills only had 283 yards of total offense. Ferguson was
intercepted three times and the Bills fumbled twice for five total
turnovers.
Irving Fryar returned to the line-up and donated a 28 yd. punt
return. This game also marked the return ·of NFL All-Star
punter Rich ·Camarillo, who punted seven times for a 40.7 yd.·
average, including a 5 J yard punt. Only 43,313 showed up at
Foxboro to watch this thriller on a rainy, raw Sunday. The Pats
now stand 7-4 and when this issue is published we will know
where the Pats stand after their game with the Indianapolis
Colts at the Hoosier Dome.
Speaking of the Colts, the·.· are coming off an equally exciting,
thrill-packed, emotional, spell-binding, 9-5 (yes, 9-5) victory
over those rough and ready New York Jets at the Meadowlands.
They actually showed this game on national television and what
was even more amazing was that 51,066 a(;tually showed up to
see this game in driving rains.
Two of the luckiest teams in pr-0fcssional sports continue on
their merry way toward their eventual clash in the AFC Championship game, as the Miami Dolphins and the Denver Broncos
. posted yet another victory." The Broncos pulled another victory
out of the jaws of defeat in a I6-D win over the San Diego
Chargers in San Diego. Denver scored 10 fourth quarter points,
and, Rolf Benirschke missed a game tying 46 yd field goal in the
last seconds. The Dolphins, who haven't played up to par lately.·
got away with one in a 24-23 victory over the Philadelphia
Eagles in Miami. The Eagles, who led 14".'0 in the first quarter.
missed a game tying extra point with I :52 left in the game. The
. Dolphins remain unde,feated.
The San Francisco 49ers contjnue on with a 41-7 victory over
Cleveland. The 49ers are now 10-l and prohihitivc favorites for
the NFC Championship. But I wouldn't he surprised if they get
upset in the playoffs.
The Los Angeles (a.k.a. Oakland) Raiders have now lost three
games in a row. (A-W-W- W SHUCKS). The Raiders suffered
a 17-14 Monday night loss to the Seattle Seahawks in Seattle.One must remember that the Raiders arc a hurting unit and
once they have healed up, they will be the team t.o heat: however
if the Raiders don't respond soon, they may find themselves out
of"the playoffs. Somehow four losses in a row would he too
much to ask for, however one can always hope. ·
Washington and Dallas arc tied for first in the NFC Fast as
the Redskins beat the Lions and the Cowboys knocked off the
Cardinals. The Giants are one back with the Cardinals after
losing to the Buccaneers in Tampa Hay.
The Bears stay three games ahaead in the NFC Central over
the on rushing. Packers.
The 49ers are t_hree games up.on the Rams. hut the Rams (7-4)
are very much in the wild' ca~d -hunt.
·
The Bengals (4-7) mo_ved within two games of AFC Central
leading Pittsburgh, with a 22-20 win over the Steelers. Houston
won their first (and probably on)y) game of the. season, in a
17..:J 6 victory over the Kansas City Chiefs in Kansas City.
In the AFC West,Denver( IO-l) leads Seattle (9~2) by one and •
the Ra.iders (7-4) by three.
DOD

Some other thoughts:
I was wondering, has anyone ever read this far before'! Does
. anyone read this column'! Does anyone read this -newspaper'!
Does anyone read'! Can anyone read'! Can ! read'! What is a
newspaper'! What are words? WhaUs life'! What am I'! Who am
/'!???'!'!'!
Is there anyone_ out there'! Hello, Lawrence, Kansas'!'!?

~~ov. 17 C8:00), Nov. '!.7' (8:00),
Dec • 8 ( 8 : O6 ) , Dec • J 1 . <8 : OO )

SMAlL GYMNASIUM
HELP WANTED: PARTTIME position available for

OPEN TIME:
8-9am, 10-lpm,
8-l:30pm

Mon/Wed/Fri

Tue/Thur

~-3pm

RESERVED TIME:
AEROBICS
Monday -·Thursday 8:30-9:30pm
VARSITY PRACTICES Monday - Friday
3-8pm
lNTRAMURAL SPORTS Monday - Thursday. 8:30-1.1pm
- ..

-

. ....

~

,.

~

..

~ - ~

. ..

..

'

""

college student to represent travel
· company on campus. Earn
commission, free travel and work
experience. Contact:

Beachcomber Tours, Inc.
· 1325 Millersport Highway,
Williamsville, New . York
14221 (716) 632-3723
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Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Staff Writer
The Fall sports program is
now officially over. Unfortu-.
nately. it didn't end as well as it
could have.
The Football Bears ended a
"long" season by surrendering
the distinguished Cranberry
Scoop to arch-rivals Mass. Mar-·
itime in a hard-fought ( l 0-3) loss
in the sixth annual Cranberry
Bowl matchup.
On the very same day the
men's and women's cross country teams competed in the
NCAA regional qualifier in
Franklin Park with high hopes
of making a trip to Ohio this
weekend for the championship
race. However, that was not th.e
case, as the Bear harriers could
do no better that Dan Murphy's
30th place finish and Carol
Jackson's 16th place finish.
The Fall season was not without its highlights th~:mgh. Some
of those being:
.·
~the resurrection . . of the
women's tennis team from nonexistent into a winner. (9-4)
-women's field hockey going

to the ECAC's for the second
year in?- row. (10-2-4)
-the women's volleyball
team winning 9 of their last 10
matches. ~ 13-5}1 ~
-the men's tennis team playing with consistency
"'."Footballer Bob Fries being
named ECAC "Defensive
Player of the Week"
.
-Harrier Scott Yakola winning the MASCAC Championship and being named All-East.
With the Fall now gone you
know the winter sports can't be
far behind. So true, so true as
both the men's and women's
basketball teams played their
opening games this past Saturday. Although results are not
available at this time, both
teams are expected to do well
this season.
Fall intramurals have come to
·an end as well. Finals in Floor
Hockey and flag football (men)
were last week with the
PANTHERS beating the Piranhas (4-2) in hockey and the
TOKEN defeating the Force in
flag football.
Winter intramurals will begin
the week after Thanksgiving
with both BASKETBALL and

SOCCER being the sports of the
day. Schedules will be available
prior to your Thanksgiving
break.
Also before Thanksgiving is
the popular TURKEY TROT,
Tuesday, November 20. Race
time is 3:30 p.m. in front of the
Gym. Rico's gift certificates will
be awarded to the winners of
three dual-team divisions (men,
women, coed). Registration is
between 3-3:30 at the Gym. NO
ENTRY FEE.
BOWLERS UNITE. All
interested sign up at the gym
lobby IM bulletin board. Only
$1.80 a string.
A SKI TRIP has been set for
February I - 3 to BOLTON
VALLEY Ski Resort in Vermont. .Cost is $100.00 for condominium accomodations, lift
tickets, and transportation.
Only 46 students can be accomodated so you must reserve
early. Ski Club President MIKE
MENDELSBERG will be taking deposits ($50) in front of the
-Bookstore next week or you can
see Mike Storey (Kelly Gym) for
more info.
SIDELINES: Senior MARK
ANDERSON has been named

co-captain of this year's basketball team. Congratulations to

Fall

Mark ... Happy Thanksgiving to
all. Easy on the "stuffing".

~rapup

Season

(Top} The women's field hockey team had another superb
·year, going 10-2-4 and making the ECAC tournament for the
second year in a row. (Below) The women's volleyball squad
shook off a slow start and finished the season strong with a
record of 13-5. (Left) The football team won their first two
games of the season before losing the final seven in a row.

Equestrian· Team
Trots Their Way
To Two Ribbons
Last Sunday, the 11th ·of
Novembe17, the Equestrian Club
won two rib bans at a show
hosted by Post College. Douglas
Sprague won sixth place in liis
·jumping , class, 'while Tania
Lewandowski won third place in
her flat class, in which she was
required to walk, trot, and can-

ter her horse. At the show held
by Becker College, Michele
Ancora won a sixth place ribbon
and Tania Lewandowski won
yet another. sixth place ribbon.
Members are still welcome to
attend our meetings, which are
held on Tuesdays at I 1:00 in the
Student Union.
·

A hayride will be held the
twenty-ninth of November from
seven to nine p.m. at the Hill.
Tickets will be $5.00. Hot food
and drinks will be provided.
Also, tickets will soon be on
sale for a 50 / 50 raffle. Come
support your Equestrian Team!

Basketball Season Opens
.
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